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e.I. notes during his interviews for his book In Cold Blood. Nor did he

use a tape recorder. He was convinced that a notebook or a tape
recorder would inhibit his sources. "People would reveal them-
selves, he maintained, only in seemingly casual conversations,"
wrote his biographer, Gerald Clark. ·

With his childhood friend, Nelle Harper Lee, Capote con-
ducted scores of in-depth interviews for the book, a nonfiction
story recounting how two men murdered a family in rural Kansas.
Each night Capote and Lee would retum to their hotel and write
notes about the interviews they had conducted that day. "Each
wrote a separate version of the dayʼs interviews; then they com-
pared notes over drinks and dinner .... When their combined
memory failed, as it sometimes did, they went back and asked
their questions in a slightly different way. On occasion they talked
to the same person three times in one day," Clark wrote in his book
Capote: A Biography. r ,

That technique is impractical fora reporter on a daily news-
paper. And in these days, when the eredibilityjof newspapers is un-
der attack, trying to reconstruct interviews and direct quotes from
memory is downright dangerous. When .free—

lance 
writer Janet

Malcolm reconstructed quotes, she got sued for libel, as Chapter 3
explained. Even though the U.S. Supreme Court ruled that itʼs all
right to reconstruct quotes as long as the meaning isnʼt changed, if
you donʼt have Capoteʼs memory, itʼs better to take good notes.

Capote said he trained himself to be a good listener. "I have a
fantastic memory to begin with," he said in an interview with

his the disease of not listening,

the malady of not marking, that

I am troubled withal.

William Shakespeare, King Henry IV












